‘ih’ for iguana

insects
invisible
I is I
Ig u ana
Izzy

Icky, Itchy

Icky, Itchy
When we talk about ourselves.

First letter of a sentence.

I win (fold over and tape closed)
‘kuh’ for kitten

Kenny keeps koalas
Kissed a kitten
The kind king
The kitchen
Ketchup in
‘ffff’ for flower
‘x’ for x-ray

extra x-rays

a wax ax

Max

a box

ox in
‘puh’ for pizza on a pole

pickles

pickle people

a pack of pickles

a panda

Penny pets

and pencils

purple pens

(fold over and tape closed)
Z

‘zzz’ for zipper

-zipper
-zig zag
-zucchini
-the zoo
-zoos at
-a zillion
-ZOO